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FOLK DANCE CAMP - 2003

1950s Bandstand-style Swing
(United States)

Teenagers’ dancing during the 1950s was widely varied in steps and styling. Most of it was still swing-based but 
swing had been diverging into local styles and regional variations each decade for thirty years. Another incentive for 
teens’ creativity was the rebelliousness of the time -- they didn’t want to dance like their parents, the former Swing 
Kids, so they came up with all kinds of replacements. Some teens looked to African-American sources for new steps 
and styles, others simply made up their own variations. This was a true folk process in high gear.

Terminology was just as varied as the dancing. It was called jitterbug, swing, lindy, rock, boogie-woogie, hand 
dancing and bop. The word “bop” was cool then, so everyone did the bop, except one area’s bop didn’t look 
anything like another’s. All they had in common was the new name.

This diversification would reverse itself in 1957, when the local Philadelphia TV dance show Bandstand went 
national on ABC, becoming American Bandstand. Suddenly kids from coast to coast were seeing and copying 
the way the teens in Philly danced, and that regional style soon became a national dance style.

The following steps are by no means definitive for 1950s teen dancing. In addition to many other styles of swing 
and bop, there were various kinds of slow dancing, the Stroll, Chalypso (American Bandstand’s name for cha-
cha), the Madison and more.

Music: 1950s rock ‘n Roll 4/4 meter

TEMPO: 65-75 beats/minute is best for Touch-Step Bandstand Swing and Bop; 80-90 is fun for the 
Flea Hop.

Formation: Cpls, in Ballroom pos, single-hand hold, two-hand hold and solo.

Steps and Ftwk described for M; W use opp ftwk.
Styling: Touch-Step Bandstand Swing: (Philly Bop) Standing with body at a diag angle to ptr, L shldr 

back, and holding single hand (ML, WR): Touch L without wt close to R (ct 1); step on L to 
side and diag back (ct 2); touch R without wt close to L (ct 3); facing ptr squarely (no angle) 
step on R to R side (ct 4); step on L to L side (ct 5); returning to diag angle, step on R to R 
side (to its original pos)(ct 6). 

Style: can be lightly bouncy or smooth and swiveling. Head stays in place and the body moves 
under it like a pendulum. Some dancers have a downward emphasis on ct 2 and ct 4 onto the 
flat foot. Some like a pigeon-toed knee-in style, adopted from African-Americans. A 
common American Bandstand style was maintaining a cool gaze slightly downward, rarely 
looking at your partner.

FIGURES DONE WITH THE ABOVE STEP

Push-Off

When closest to ptr, offer free palm and push off from ptr’s palm.

Changing Hands

Pull in with “swingout hand” (ML, WR) then let go and push away with other hand. Repeat.
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Bandstand-style Swing—continued

Two-Hands

Holding both hands (open, not crossed) was very common in the 1950s.

Closed Position:

When this step is done in Ballroom pos, it almost has a shoveling motion.

Swing Moves

Some were still danced in the old way, traveling on cts 1-4, but a cool new way was dancing 
in place on cts 1-3 then traveling through a swing move on cts 4-6. 

The Girl Spins

Common on the Baltimore’s WJZ-TV “Buddy Dean Show”: Step in place as above on cts 1-4. M 
raises L arm and spins the W CW in place on cts 5-6. These spins could be quite fast and abrupt.

Bandstand-Style Loop Turns

W loops past his L side under M’s raised L arm as M walks fwd into W’s former place. Then 
reverse the path back to place (2 consecutive figures). Distinctive to the 1950s.

Opposite hand lead (common in 1950s) 

From 2-hand pos, M leads same figures with his R hand (W’s L), so the figures will be mirror-
image. These evolved when girls often danced with girls and would lead with W’s R hand 
because she was accustomed to that being the control arm. Then the boys learned the moves 
from the girls
There were many other swing moves, of course, but these are a few which are distinctive to 
1950s swing.

Swing Kicks

Kick L lightly fwd (ct 1); step on L (ct 2); kick R lightly fwd (ct 3); step on R (ct 4); rock back 
onto L (ct 5); rock fwd onto R (ct 6).

FLEA HOP

Lift L knee and L hip in prep then tap L toe to floor (ct 1); Repeat but change wt onto L (ct 2); 
Repeat with opp ftwk (cts 3,4); rock back onto L (ct 5); rock fwd onto R (ct 6). Style is bouncy 
and very elevated, raising knee, hip and even elbow on one side, then the other side.
Many of the above Figures can be done with Swing Kicks and the Flea Hop.

THE BOP

There was no one bop step! One of many is:
Standing solo, feet slightly turned out in prep. Wt on L heel, swivel L toe twd the R, at the 
same time raising R ft slightly, toe-in, covering the L toe with the R toe (ct 1). Ft are pigeon-
toed on ct 1. Return to prep pos (ct 2). Repeat opp.

A different Bop step:

Standing solo, feet slightly turned out in prep. Wt on L heel, swivel L toe toward the R, at the 
same time raising R heel and swiveling it to the L so that the L heel covers the R toe and the 
R toe is still touching the ground (ct 1). Unlike the first Bop step, the feet are not Pigeon-toed 
but instead both legs are rotated to the R. Return to prep pos (ct 1). Repeat opp.
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Bandstand-style Swing—continued

SLOW DANCING AND ‘50S WALTZ   (High school slow dancing taught at Stockton?!!)

The box step and simply slow walking were commonly done to the slow tunes, but so was 
this one:
Slow step fwd on L (ct 1); quick step side on R (ct 1); quick rock on L back to place (ct 1). 
Repeat opp, beg back R, while possibly rotating very slowly. Style was sometimes with a 
strong hip lead on the side steps. The same step was also done to 1950s waltz tunes, in even 
S-S-S timing.

There are no patterns. All steps are improvised.

Presented by Richard Powers
Reconstruction and dance directions Copyright © 2000-2003 Richard Powers
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	Alba’s Jig
	(Scotland)

	A jig for four dancers, devised by Margaret Zadworny. “Alba” is the old Gaelic name for Scotland. However, this dance was also named for four of Margaret’s dancers-Ainslie, Leslie, Brianna and Amanda.
	II. ADVANCING


	Alba’s Jig-continued
	IV. ADVANCE AND TURN
	V. PETRONELLA
	Miss Alison Little
	(Scotland)

	The dance was devised by Hope Little. The music, Miss Alison Little, was composed by Margaret Rae at the time of Alison Little’s birth.
	STEP 1: TOE & OFF, PAS DE BOURREE
	STEP 2: BRUSHING
	STEP 3: DIAGONAL WALK
	STEP 4: SKIP CHANGE OF STEP


	Miss Alison Little-continued
	STEP 5: BALANCE
	STEP 6: PAS DE BASQUES & TURNS
	Scotch Measure
	(Scotland)

	Twasome or Solo Dance. This description includes only selected steps recognized in this dance. For Twasomes, see notes at end. This dance is believed to have been composed in the 18th Century as a twosome. It was later introduced in Continent...
	Plie and Turn: With R ft: Assemble in demi-plie (both knees bent) with R ft in 3rd (ct1); disassemble onto L ft, extending R ft to 2nd aerial (ct 2); hop L ft, then bouree under (behind, side, front) from R ft, making one complete turn on the...
	INTRODUCTION
	STEP 1: HOP & TRAVEL
	STEP 2: BRUSH/ASSEMBLE


	Scotch Measure-continued
	STEP 3: PAS DE BASQUE
	STEP 4: HOP & TRAVEL
	THE BREAK (16 BARS):
	Yellow-Haired Laddie
	(Scotland)

	Devised by Margaret Zadworny, 1992.
	STEP 1
	STEP 2


	Yellow-Haired Laddie-continued
	STEP 3
	STEP 4


